CAPABILITIE

VIRTUA

2020

GOING VIRTUAL
In response to COVID-19, an unprecedented number of trade shows

have been postponed, cancelled, or moved to a virtual platform.
We understand how disruptive this has been for your 2020 show
schedule and your event marketing program. And right now, you
may be unsure of next steps. We can help you adapt.

Condit is ready to pivot with you and to do everything we can to
ensure successful participation in your next virtual trade show

or virtual event. Our virtual offerings are flexible and affordable to

quickly and easily accommodate your updated event requirements

without straining your budget. You can leverage your existing booth

design to create an immersive digital exhibit or create an entirely
new experience to stand out from the crowd of stock booths in the
virtual expo hall - let your creativity shine!

We understand the challenges and the benefits that come with a

show’s migration to a virtual format, and we’re ready to help your
brand make the most of this new opportunity to connect with key

clients and prospects. Plus, we’ll help you explore the value of a

virtual exhibit as a standalone marketing asset before and after
the show!
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Virtual events are here to stay, so let’s dive in!

L
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in-booth ecommerce

VIRTUAL
OFFERINGS
contact form

For virtual trade shows, conferences and other events, we
offer a robust toolkit for exhibitors. Using the most advanced
rendering technology, booth visitors will be able to explore
and interact with your exhibit in three dimensions. Senior
designers will work with you to map strategic digital touchpoints that provide video content, live chat, downloadable
materials and more - all within your virtual exhibit.
- Detailed 3D Renderings of Exhibit Properties
- Interactive Functionality
(ex: video, ecommerce, form fills, live chat)

product video

- Narrated Video Fly-Through
- Secure Online Hosting of Virtual Content
(with password-protection enabled as needed)
- Content Update Assistance
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augmented reality

VIRTUAL
ADD-ONS
Take your virtual exhibit to the next level with our virtual add-ons.
These tailored expansions are designed to maximize your virtual
exhibit. Harnessing technologies like point-of-view (POV) virtual
reality and application-based augmented reality, your attendees
will be presented with a truly immersive virtual experience on
their terms.
- Exhibit Walk-Through/Touring Animation
- Augmented Reality (requires mobile device)
enhanced virtual reality

- Enhanced Virtual Reality (requires compatible VR headset)
- 360-Degree Product Models
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ADDITIONAL
SERVICES
Condit also offers a number of consulting and presentation services
to enhance your virtual exhibit content - from advice on planning
and attendee engagement to professional on-camera, voiceover,
and in-booth presentation partners.

- Virtual Experience Consulting
- Attendee Engagement Consulting
- Scriptwriting
- Interviewing
- Virtual In-Booth Presentation Design
- Video Host (on-camera)
- Video Narration (voiceover)
- Virtual Trade Show Presenter
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TRACKING +
ANALYTICS
Get tailored insights about your virtual booth visitors through our
tracking and analytics programs. Our reporting softwares can
provide valuable data and metrics on user experience as well as
performance and behavior. Work with our team to create custom
goals and events to track based on your project requirements.

- Unique Visits, Bounce Rate and Time on Page
- Document Views and Material Downloads
- Customizable Goal and Event Tracking
(ex: contact form submissions, live chat usage, etc.)
- User Experience and Behavioral Data
(through heatmapping)
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BEYOND THE
SHOW
Leverage your virtual exhibit property 24/7-365 as a standalone
digital marketing asset. Bring your products, your services, and your
brand to your clients, partners and prospects in three dimensions no matter where they are!

- Email Marketing
- Social Media Marketing
- Directory Listings and Industry Guides
- Search Engine Marketing
- Product Launches and Special Announcements
- Virtual Award Ceremonies and Presentations

OUR VIRTUAL BOOT

EXPLOR

WELCOME
Welcome to the Condit virtual booth experience.
Using the latest rendering technology, this infinitely customizable digital environment allows visitors to
interact with our exhibit in three dimensions. We’ve selected a number of strategic touchpoints to highlight
the basics of our virtual exhibit offering, including video content, live chat and downloadable materials, and
to help manifest a creative vision for how this will bolster and complement your existing sales and marketing
efforts – on the digital showfloor and beyond.
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VISUALIZE
Visualize with an animated 3D model that allows your clients and prospective customers to navigate through
a virtual version of your exhibit.
•
•
•
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Use your mouse to move around the space and zoom in or out on specific features.
Click on the number annotations in the rendering to take a virtual tour of different areas of the space,
and you can use the arrows at the bottom to follow the sequence.
Or click on the round buttons above to go to specific zones.

Each of these touchpoints can be populated with content, such as links to your website, images, videos,
white papers, and marketing materials. These links can be added and modified quickly and easily - ensuring
your content is always up to date.

EDUCATE
Educate through a knowledge and resource center that contains downloadable or outbound web content,
including:
•
•
•

Sell Sheets
Case Studies
Press Releases & Other Media Information

Perfect for takeaways and leave-behinds, long-form content finds a home here.
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DEMONSTRAT
Demonstrate your products and services in as much or as little detail as makes sense for your brand and goals.
With unlimited “shelf space” in your virtual environment, this area of the exhibit allows you to showcase the
breadth and depth of your catalog, such as:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full 360-degree Product Models
Product Launch(es)
Packaging Updates
Rebranding
New Technology
Research & Development
Ecommerce

COMMUNICATE
Communicate directly with your visitors in real-time, using live chat* or automated chat robots. Receive
leads, client feedback, and other messages through fillable contact forms online and offline. Our communication solutions allow for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Multiple Chat Agents
Online/Offline (Streamlined) Communication
Automated Data Recording
Pre-recorded Boilerplate Responses where needed
Audio and Video Messaging
Self-guided Tour Scenarios

*Live chat provided through LiveAgent. Other services and applications can be substituted based on integration requirements and system compatibility.

COLLABORAT
Collaborate with your visitors in dedicated digital spaces. Digital conference rooms allow for greater levels
of engagement with customers and prospects. Meeting areas offer one-on-one attention, house multimedia
content, and promote group dialogue.
This section allows a booth visitor to engage with features and functions such as:
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•
•
•
•
•

Live Webinars
On-Demand Video Presentations
Visitor Group Chat
Podcasts
Interviews

MEASURE
Measure and receive tailored insights about your virtual booth visitors through our tracking and analytics
programs. Our reporting softwares can provide valuable data and metrics on user experience as well as
performance and behavior. Work with our team to create custom goals and events to track based on your
project requirements.
•
•
•
•
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Unique Visits, Bounce Rate and Time on Page
Document Views and Material Downloads
Customizable Goal and Event Tracking (ex: contact form submissions, live chat usage, etc.)
User Experience and Behavioral Data (through heatmapping)

1 WEEK

1 WEEK

2-4 WEEKS

2-4 WEEKS

REVISIONS
TESTING
INTERACTIVE ZONES
+ NARRATED INTRO
INITIAL
DEVELOPMENT

TIMELIN

LAUNCH

6-10 WEEKS TOTAL

ABOUT
CONDIT

HISTORY
Nobody can live forever, but we can create things that do. As a true
visionary and determined Renaissance man, Bill Condit founded our
company in 1945, and his legacy lives on here at Condit. Bill worked
tirelessly to hire the right people, prioritize design, and never take
shortcuts for higher margins. And these simple but significant ideas
still thrive at Condit. We are makers, designers, and trendsetters at
our very essence. And using art, and engineering, and imagination, we
materialize the brand into the physical world. We wear our creativity as
a badge of honor, always showcasing the design team from the start
of any project.
All of this came from Bill.
Seventy-five years later, we’ve raised the bar. When you’ve been in
business as long as we have, “business as usual” just doesn’t move
the needle anymore. You have to dream bigger. Aim higher. Bend time
itself to find more hours in the day. Make the impossible possible. At
Condit, we throw down the gauntlet with every single project — with
fearless design, methodical planning, distinct engineering, and allhands-on-deck execution. Because nobody is too important to get
dirty when breaking the rules of what’s possible, and the collective
roll-up-your-sleeves-ness has bonded Condit staff and turned us
into a family. You’ll feel that enduring sense of camaraderie the minute
you walk in the door at Condit.
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Y

Our Denver headquarters, 165,000 sq. ft., and our new
Chicago facility, 85,000 sq. ft., have manufacturing
and storage capabilies with dedicated internal teams
who perform all company offerings, including sales,
marketing, design, engineering, warehousing, customer
service, traffic coordination, and accounting.
In addition, Condit can support your tradeshow program
on a global scale. From our Las Vegas storage facility
to our trusted international partners in Europe, Asia
and South America, know that wherever your shows
take you, you can be sure we will handle the logistics to
make your event come to life.

LOCATIONS
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FACILITIES

“

THANK YOU FOR YOUR EFFORTS
TO BRING OUR VIRTUAL BOOTH
TO LIFE. WHAT A JOURNEY IT HAS
BEEN AND IN A VERY SHORT TIME
PERIOD. THE FEEDBACK WE HAVE
RECEIVED IS OVERWHELMINGLY
POSITIVE, AND IT WAS ALL MADE
POSSIBLE BY YOU!

-ANNETTE CARROLL
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
OKUMA

”

THANK
YOU

condit exhibits
info@condit.com
303.744.7167
5151 Bannock Street
Denver, CO 80216
condit.com

